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Hybrid systems with CPU and GPU have become new standard in high performance
computing. Workload can be split and distributed to CPU and GPU to utilize them for
data-parallelism in hybrid systems. But it is challenging to manually split and distribute
the workload between CPU and GPU since the performance of GPU is sensitive to the work-
load it received. Therefore, current dynamic schedulers balance workload between CPU
and GPU periodically and dynamically. The periodical balance operation causes frequent
synchronizations between CPU and GPU. It often degrades the overall performance because
of the overhead of synchronizations. To solve the problem, we propose a Co-Scheduling
Strategy Based on Asymptotic Profiling (CAP). CAP dynamically splits and distributes the
workload to CPU and GPU with only a few synchronizations. It adopts the profiling tech-
nique to predict performance and partitions the workload according to the performance.
It is also optimized for GPU’s performance characteristics. We examine our proof-of-con-
cept system with six benchmarks and evaluation result shows that CAP produces up to
42.7% performance improvement on average compared with the state-of-the-art co-sched-
uling strategies.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Multicore processors are still dominating the general-purpose processor market, while many-core architectures like GPU
are popular in the high performance computing area. GPU provides high processing power if the algorithm can be modified
to fit the architecture of GPU. Hybrid systems with CPU and GPU are becoming the trend in system design. Although hybrid
systems with CPU and GPU are widely used, programmers may not utilize them efficiently since it is challenging for the
programmer to split and balance the workload between CPU and GPU.

Data-parallelism assumes that CPU and GPU are processing a single task whose data can be processed in parallel. The
scheduler partitions the data (workload) to different devices to utilize the system. As shown in [1], CPU provides comparable
performance to GPU in most cases even if the code for GPU is written by low-level language extensions like CUDA [2], Brook+
[3] and OpenCL [4]. Thus co-scheduling in data-parallelism can benefit the overall performance of the system.

Load-balance is important for data-parallelism scheduling. Many scheduling strategies, either static or dynamic, have
been proposed to balance the workload between CPU and GPU. In a static strategy, the workload is split and distributed
to CPU and GPU statically. Static strategies often cause unbalanced workload because it is difficult to predict the performance
of GPU for a particular program without knowing the details of the runtime. GPU is highly sensitive to scale of the workload.
The performance is unknown to the scheduler without previous executions.
(M. Guo).
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On the other hand, in a dynamic strategy, the partition of the workload is adjusted based on the performance of CPU and
GPU at runtime. A small portion of the workload is profiled and the workload is split according to the collected information.
Another method uses frequently synchronizations to balance the workload step by step. The former causes imbalance be-
cause the profiling is not accurate enough, while the latter introduces more overhead and degrades the overall performance.

In summary, load-balance is a primary factor that affects the performance of programs on hybrid systems and existing
strategies do not handle it well.

We propose CAP, a novel scheduling strategy to dynamically balance the workload between CPU and GPU. CAP needs only
a few synchronizations to accurately predict the performance ratio between GPU and CPU. These features are handled by the
runtime system without programmer’s effort. CAP combines the advantages of two dynamic strategies. Our work focus on
data-parallelism scheduling but it can be extended to task-parallelism.

We implement our scheduler with CUDA and POSIX thread (pthread) as an external library to evaluate our strategy. The
evaluation results show that CAP achieves up to 42.7% performance improvement on average compared with the state-of-
the-art co-scheduling strategy.

We make the following contributions in this paper:

� We analyze the performance characteristics of GPU and current dynamic co-scheduling strategies.
� We propose a dynamic scheduling strategy based on profiling for splitting and distributing workload across CPU and GPU

with only a few synchronizations between CPU and GPU.
� Evaluation results show that CAP achieves up to 42.7% performance improvement on average compared to the state-of-

the-art co-scheduling strategies.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the performance characteristics of GPU and analyzes current
strategies. Section 3 introduces the design of CAP and make a comparison of different strategies. Section 4 describes the
implementation of CAP. Section 5 shows the evaluation environment, evaluation results and the analysis of these results.
Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 draws conclusions and discusses possible future work.
2. Background

This section introduces the background knowledge about GPU and analyses three current scheduling strategies [5].
GPU is a kind of many-core architecture processor which is vastly different from CPU both in programming interface and

performance characteristics. CPU can synchronize with GPU via the driver but this operation has high overhead and it should
be avoided.

GPU is famous for its parallel processing ability. If the algorithm requires little to none communication between threads
or these communications have good space locality, GPU can offer a significant speedup compared with CPU. The GPU is not
good at executing programs with many branches and communications, some unoptimized algorithm may even be slower on
GPU than CPU.

The performance of GPU varies for different sizes of workload. GPU needs a large number of running threads to hide the
latency of memory access. The number of running threads is related to the workload that GPU receives. If the workload is too
small, GPU will not be able to reach its full performance.

Fig. 1 shows the normalized performance (compared with CPU) curve of all benchmarks in our evaluation for different
sizes of workload. The evaluation environment is described in Section 5. The x-axis indicates the percent of workload that
launched to GPU and the y-axis is the normalized performance of GPU for the corresponding sizes of workload.
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Fig. 1. Performance curve of different benchmarks with different sizes of workload.
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The performance increases rapidly at the beginning of the curve but goes stable at the end of the curve. The synchroni-
zation overhead dominates the execution time when the workload is small. It is better to assign large workload to GPU one
time instead of splitting it into many small chunks. The non-linear performance curve makes it more difficult to balance the
workload because GPU may perform differently for different sizes of workload.

In conclusion, the synchronization overhead between CPU and GPU may affect performance. The performance of GPU is
related to the workload it receives. Our scheduler takes these characteristics into account and fully utilizes CPU and GPU.

2.1. Current scheduling strategies

This subsection discusses three current scheduling strategies in CPU + GPU co-scheduling and Fig. 2 shows the overview
of these strategies.

2.1.1. Static scheduling
The traditional scheduling strategy is static scheduling. It sets the partition of the workload statically before execution.

The partition is set by the programmer or the scheduler.
This strategy does not work well for co-scheduling on hybrid systems because the performance of GPU varies for different

algorithms, sizes of workload and implementations. The scheduler can record previous execution time in disk and calculate
the performance ratio offline [6]. But this method is not helpful on the first execution. The scheduler can also analyzes the
code generated by the compiler to calculate the performance ratio for a specific program and a specific GPU. However these
methods will fail if the program is executed on other hardware environments because the previous execution time and the
offline analysis are no longer accurate.

This strategy does not need synchronization and has little overhead. The load-balance may not be good and it may
degrade the overall performance.

2.1.2. Quick scheduling
Quick scheduling strategy [5] executes the program in two steps to avoid the disadvantages of static scheduling strategy.

In the first step, it executes a small portion of the workload with static partition. Then it collects the execution times of GPU
and CPU to calculate the performance ratio. In the second step, it partitions the remaining workload with the ratio it calcu-
lates in the first step.

This strategy tries to maximize the workload assigned to GPU while keeping good load-balance. It adjusts the partition
according to runtime information but the ratio it calculates may not be accurate. The performance of GPU changes when
the workload changes. GPU may perform differently in the first step and in the second step. The size of profiling can be in-
creased to get a more accurate result. But it may degrades the overall performance because the partition in the first step is
usually imbalance and the optimal workload in the first step changes case by case.

This strategy does not introduce much overhead. It has a more accurate partition so it usually gets better result compared
with static scheduling. However, the performance of quick scheduling is sensitive to the size of profiling and the optimal
value is challenging to get without previous execution.

2.1.3. Split scheduling
Split scheduling strategy [5] splits the workload into equal-sized chunks and executes them in several steps. It partitions

the next part of workload according to the performance ratio in the previous step.
This strategy tries to get an accurate performance ratio of GPU and CPU. It has the best load-balance in the three strategies

we discuss in this subsection. It profiles in each step and collect much more information than other strategies. But it also
Time
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Fig. 2. Strategies overview.
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introduces much overhead because it needs to synchronize frequently. The performance of split scheduling is sensitive to the
chunk size. If the size is too small, the synchronization overhead will be too high. If the size is too large, the load-balance is
affected.

In conclusion, current strategies for data-parallelism are not good enough for co-scheduling of GPU and CPU. We propose
a novel scheduling strategy, Co-Scheduling Based on Asymptotic Profiling (CAP) to solve this problem.

3. Co-Scheduling Based on Asymptotic Profiling

This section presents the design of CAP and compare CAP with the strategies we discussed in the previous section.

3.1. Design of CAP

Fig. 2 shows the overview of CAP. CAP breaks the whole execution into several steps. In the first step, it executes a small
portion of the workload with static partition and collects the execution time like quick scheduling. Instead of partitioning the
remaining workload with the ratio it calculates in the first step, CAP executes the next step whose size of workload is
doubled. In this method, CAP profiles the performance of GPU for different sizes of workload. CAP continues profiling and
doubles the size of workload in each step. To find the stable point of performance, CAP calculates the variance of the current
and the previous performance ratio in each step. If the variance is smaller than the threshold, or the remaining workload is
smaller than the workload CAP tries to profile, CAP will stop profiling and execute the remaining workload. Algorithm 1
shows the strategy in pseudocode.

Algorithm 1 Co-Scheduling Based on Asymptotic Profiling

1: if This is the first step then
2: Take a small portion of the workload and partition with static partition.
3: Record the size of the workload as s
4: else if There is remaining workload then
5: Calculate the performance ratio of the previous execution.
6: Calculate the partition of the current execution according to the performance ratio.
7: Calculate the variance of the two partitions.
8: if The variance is small enough or s � 2 is larger than 1=2 of remaining workload then
9: Partition the remaining workload
10: else
11: s s � 2
12: Partition s
13: end if
14: end if
For example, CAP schedules a program that has 65536 iterations which can be executed in parallel on a CPU + GPU hybrid
system. CAP first takes 1=128 (this parameter is set statically before execution) of the iterations, which is 512. Then CAP
splits these iterations with static partition. We assume that the partition is 1:1 in this case. CAP assigns 256 iterations to
the CPU and 256 iterations to the GPU. CAP also transfers the required data of these iterations to the GPU before launching
GPU kernel. After the CPU and the GPU finish their work, CAP synchronizes, transfers the result from the GPU to the CPU and
collects the execution times of both devices. Then it calculates the iterations of each device completes per unit time (second,
for example).

In the second step, CAP compares the partition it calculated with the partition it used in the previous step. It calculates the
variance of the two partitions. If the variance is smaller than the threshold, the performance of GPU is stable enough for CAP
to make a good partition. Then It partitions the remaining workload (65,024 iterations) according to it. If not, CAP will use the
performance ratio it calculated in the previous step to partition 1024 (2� 512) iterations.

CAP keeps profiling until the next step will take more than 1=2 of remaining iterations. If the next step takes more than
1=2 of remaining iterations, CAP will simply execute the remaining workload with current partition because it may not be
possible for CAP to find a stable partition without degrading the performance of GPU. CAP tries to maximize the performance
of GPU by assigning a large amount of workload to GPU.

CAP profiles the performance of GPU in an asymptotic way. CAP tries to find the stable point of GPU’s performance curve
by assigning different sizes of workload to GPU. In quick scheduling, scheduler assumes that the performance of GPU is a
constant but it is not. CAP keeps profiling until the performance of GPU is stable to estimate the performance. In every step,
CAP adjusts the partition to get closer to the best partition. When it finds the stable point, it stops profiling and partitions the
remaining workload according to the best partition it can get.
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3.2. Comparison of different strategies

We compare the strategies in three aspects: initial partition, partition method and workload selecting.
All the strategies we discussed use static partition in the first step. It is natural because the scheduler does not know any-

thing about the performance in the first step. Quick, split and CAP only execute a small portion of the workload in the first
step to avoid performance loss by load-imbalance.

Static strategy uses static partition all the time. Quick strategy, split strategy and CAP use performance ratio in the
previous step to make the partition. Static and quick strategy assume that the performance of GPU is consistent while split
and CAP assume that the performance of GPU changes. Split and CAP collect the execution time to calculate the performance
ratio. Then they make the partition based on it.

Static strategy executes in only one step. The first step is also the last step. Quick strategy splits workload into one small
chunk and one large chunk. It profiles the small chunk and executes the big chunk with the information collected in the small
chunk. Split strategy uses several steps and the size of the workload of each step is the same. CAP uses a dynamic strategy to
decide the number of steps it uses. CAP calculates the variance of partitions to check whether the performance of GPU is
stable. If it is stable, CAP will stop profiling.

Fig. 1 shows that the inaccurate of quick scheduling comes from the rapid change in the beginning of the curve. Quick
scheduling profiles the changing part of the curve rather than the stable part. It is risky to execute a large portion of workload
blindly because the prediction may not be accurate. CAP increases the size of the workload in each step exponentially to find
the stable point of the curve and adjusts the partition according to the execution time. Once the partition is stable, CAP can
safely execute the remaining workload and get good load-balance.

CAP synchronizes only a few times because the size of the workload in each step is increased exponentially. The number
of synchronizations in split scheduling is linear to the smallest workload while CAP’s number of synchronizations is only
logarithmic to the smallest workload. CAP does not degrade the performance of GPU much because CAP increase the size
of the workload assigned to GPU in each step. It uses a fixed partition only after the performance of GPU goes stable.
4. Implementation

We implement CAP in the form of an external library with CUDA and pthread as our proof-of-concept system. The library
glues CPU code and GPU code together. We write separate code for CPU and GPU in our implementation.

Asynchronous operations and extra threads can be used to handle the devices. Asynchronous operations is more complex
than extra threads. So for the ease of programming, we first generate threads using pthread to handle all the devices we can
use and assign devices to these threads. We initialize the devices before entering the accelerated region because it takes
more time on initialization than computation on the GPU we use (Nvidia Tesla M2090) and this overhead makes scheduling
inaccurate.

The scheduling code is a critical section and only one thread can execute this code segment while other threads waiting
for the scheduling thread to finish its work. We use the main thread of the program as the scheduling thread in our imple-
mentation. We schedule the task using the strategy described in Section 3 and the scheduler distributes the workload to each
thread then threads can do their work.

If a GPU-assigned thread receives a task which only needs partial data when doing partial computation, it will just trans-
fer the needed data and the overhead of data movement is included in profiling. Otherwise, it will load all the data into GPU
memory before the first step. We use this technique to reduce the data transfer time between GPU and CPU. After all work is
done, threads synchronize at the exit point and exit.
5. Evaluation

This section evaluates our strategy. The evaluation environment is listed in Table 1. We use six benchmarks, which are
listed in Table 2, to measure our strategy.

Conjugate Gradient, Jacobi and Matrix Multiplication are classic matrix algorithms. N-body benchmark is a classic physics
problem. mc is the Monte Carlo method for european option pricing and Nearest Neighbour Search is widely used in machine
learning.
Table 1
Evaluation environment.

Name Description

CPU Intel xeon E5620 @ 2.4 GHz
GPU Nvidia tesla M2090 @ 1.3 GHz
CPU code compiler GCC 4.6.3
GPU code compiler NVCC 5.0
Operating system Debian wheezy (Linux 3.2)



Table 2
Benchmarks in the evaluation.

Name Description Size

cg Conjugate Gradient method 16 K � 16 K matrix
jacobi Jacobi method 16 K � 16 K matrix
mc European option pricing 64 M iterations
mm Matrix multiplication Two 1 K � 1 K matrix
nbody N-body simulation 16 K bodies
nns Nearest neighbour search 16 K points with 16 K queries
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All benchmarks are implemented in three versions: CPU only (single thread), GPU only (using CUDA), and the hybrid ver-
sion. The hybrid version has three scheduling strategies which are quick scheduling, split scheduling and CAP. The initial
workload for quick and CAP is 1=128 and the workload for split strategy is 1024. We only use simple optimization (simple
tiling, reduction in shared memory, etc.) in our implementation. CPU and GPU provide comparable performance in our
benchmarks. Although we do not fully optimize the code, the performance ratios are similar to the fully optimized code
[1]. For benchmarks that one device overwhelms the other device, co-scheduling benefits little.

We only measure the execution time of accelerated region, including kernel launching overhead, data transferring time,
scheduling overhead and computation time. The initialization and data preparation time is excluded. We use relative time
(speedup) instead of absolute time (seconds) in our results and the speedup is the performance compared with the perfor-
mance of CPU-only version. We also explore the setting of initial workload in CAP in our evaluation.

We compare the performance of CAP with quick and split strategies. The result is shown in Fig. 3 and Table 3. The figure
shows that CAP is significantly faster than quick scheduling in cg, jacobi, nbody and nns benchmarks. CAP also performs
much better than split scheduling in mc, mm and nns benchmarks. CAP achieves 33.4% improvement to quick and 42.7%
improvement to split on average.

We measure the load-balance of execution by calculating the difference in execution time with the following expression:
jtimeCPU � timeGPU j
maxftimeCPU ; timeGPUg
Good performance of CAP comes from load-balance. As Fig. 4 shows, the differences in execution time between GPU and CPU
are huge for all the benchmarks except mm in quick scheduling. This means that the slower devices waits for 1=3 of the
execution time in quick scheduling and the processing power is wasted. It reflects the fact that a small portion of workload
is not enough to estimate the performance of GPU for different sizes of workload. The size of workload for each benchmark
are different. mc and mm benchmarks have significantly larger workload and a small portion of the workload already
reaches the stable point of the performance curve. For mm benchmark, quick scheduling balances workload well and the
performance improvement between sampling scheduling and CAP is small (1.1%). CAP is a little more efficient by ensuring
the performance ratio in an extra profiling step.

Split scheduling has better load-balance but frequent synchronizations and small workload degrades the performance of
GPU. Split scheduling performs poorly in mc and mm benchmarks because the total workload is much larger than other
benchmarks. The number of synchronization is also larger. In other benchmarks, split scheduling performs well.

CAP adjusts the percent of profiling dynamically. If the program needs more profiling, it will profile more. Otherwise, it
profiles fewer times to achieve better performance. The Table 3 shows that for cg, jacobi, nbody nns, CAP profiles 1=4 to 1=3
of the workload but for mm, it only profiles 1=50 of the workload. CAP only profiles when needed rather than profiling the
100% of workload like split scheduling. However, CAP is not perfect and it profiles less than needed in mc.

The execution step still dominates the performance and load-balance. Profiling steps will not affect the performance and
overall load-balance much because the size of workload is small compared with execution step. CAP has even better load-
balance than split for nbody and nns benchmarks because of it.
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Table 3
Improvment of CAP.

Benchmark Improv. to quick (%) Improv. to split (%) Percent of profiling (%)

cg 26.1 3.6 37.9
jacobi 47.6 6.9 26.8
mc 1.1 197.3 3.1
mm 1.1 19.8 3.1
nbody 37.5 7.2 26.8
nns 86.7 21.6 25.0
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Fig. 4. Difference in execution time between GPU and CPU of CAP (the smaller the better).

Fig. 5. Partition variance of CAP in each profiling step (the smaller the better).
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Fig. 5 shows the partition variances of CAP in different profiling steps. Partition variance is the variance of the partition in
one profiling step and the partition in the previous profiling step. The variance shows the changes of performance of GPU. If
the change is small, the variance will be small. Otherwise the variance will be large. CAP tries to find the stable point by
keeping profiling and calculating the variance.

The percentage of profiling is related to the threshold. If the threshold is high, the percentage will be lower, but the load-
balance will be worse. If the threshold is low, the percentage will be higher. We set the threshold to 5� 10�5 but other values
can be used to find a balance point that keeps load-balance with only a few synchronizations.

If the variance is smaller than the threshold, CAP will stop profiling. The figure shows that the first profiling step for mm is
quite accurate that CAP only needs one more profiling step to ensure the partition is correct. Others converge to the thresh-
old quickly and five steps is usually enough for good partition.

The initial workload of CAP can be set statically and this parameter affects the performance. We evaluate three settings of
initial workload: 1/256, 1/128 and 1/64 of the total workload. They are called CAP-256, CAP-128 and CAP-64.

The size of initial workload may affect the performance of CAP. Small initial workload avoids the imbalance in the first
step. However it requires more profiling steps to reach the stable point. It also degrades the performance of GPU because
the workload is small.

Fig. 6 shows the speedup of different settings. The figure shows that different settings affect the performance but the
changes are small. 1/128 is a good setting for different benchmarks and other setting benefits little. So CAP can adapt to
different programs without tuning the parameters.

In conclusion, CAP significantly improves performance compared with current co-scheduling strategies. CAP can estimate
the performance of GPU accurately without too much synchronization overhead. The performance of CAP is related, but not
sensitive to the parameters.



Fig. 6. Comparison of different setting of initial workload.
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6. Related work

GPU programming is becoming an important issue in the parallel programming area. Some programming language exten-
sions like CUDA [2], Brook+ [3] and OpenCL [4] are published to utilize the hardware’s raw performance. But the performance
of these extensions are not portable between devices because they are close to the hardware. They can get good performance
but programmers need to have a good understanding of the hardware to efficiently use both CPU and GPU.

GPU’s performance characteristics have been deeply studied. [7] explored the optimizations of GPU and shows that a fully
optimized GPU program is much faster than an unoptimized GPU program. [8,9] used performance models and analyzed the
instructions that generated by NVCC to predict the performance of GPU statically. [10] made a tool that does the analysis
automatically. [11] extended [9] by integrating a power model into their performance model to get more detailed analysis.
These models can be used in static analysis of the performance of GPU but it is not useful at runtime because it introduces
much overhead.

Scheduling is a well-studied problem in the shared-memory environment. OpenMP [12] works well as a language exten-
sion for C/C++ and Fortran. WATS [13] is a workload-aware scheduling algorithm which improves the performance in asym-
metric multi-core architecture. In distributed computing, Mapreduce [14] offered a simple yet powerful programming
paradigm to easily write parallel programs if the algorithm does not have data dependency. Many works of scheduling in
Mapreduce have been done to deal with the heterogeneous property of cloud environment. CellMR [15] is a Mapreduce
framework for asymmetric Cell-based clusters. MOON [16] extended Hadoop [17] to make it work in grid computing which
is highly heterogeneous.

GPU + CPU co-scheduling is also getting attention with the increasing usage of GPU in high performance computing. Sev-
eral platforms are designed and implemented to combine the processing power of CPU and GPU. Mars [18] used Mapreduce
as its programming paradigm. StarPU [19], Qilin [6] and Scout [20] offered different methods to map tasks to CPU and GPU.
OmpSS [21] extended OpenMP to provide co-scheduling ability. These platforms require the programmer to rewrite their
code using a new programming language in the case of StarPU or Scout or using specific APIs in Mars and Qilin. Our work
can be integrated into these platforms as an optional scheduling strategy.

Many works exist for the load-balance strategy in heterogeneous systems. Bajaj and Agrawal [22], Radulescu and van
Gemund [23] and Jimenez et al. [24] focused on task-parallelism but we focus on data-parallelism scheduling. Grewe and
OBoyle [25] proposed scheduling strategies based on profiling and used a performance model and SVM as a classifier to
partition workload into preset classes, it cannot get the best result since the best partition may not fall into the preset classes.

Scogland et al. [5] is the state-of-the-art work to automatically schedule data-parallelism task between GPU and CPU
based on Accelerated OpenMP [26]. We introduce the scheduling strategies used by Scogland et al. [5] in Section 2 and have
a detailed discussion about them. These strategies have their drawbacks and these drawbacks have been shown in the K-
Means and Helmholtz benchmark results of [5].
7. Conclusion and future work

Heterogeneous systems with CPU and GPU are becoming popular. It is beneficial to use all the processors to solve a single
task by taking advantages of data-parallelism. Existing data-parallelism scheduling strategies do not take advantages of
GPU’s performance characteristics. It either introduces too much overhead or is not accurate enough.

We propose CAP, a novel scheduling strategy to solve the problem by profiling asymptotically. Our evaluation result
shows that compared with the existing strategies, CAP can achieve up to 42.7% performance improvement on average by
accurately estimating the performance of GPU.

Although we describe our strategy in data-parallelism, this strategy can be extended to task-parallelism by recording the
execution time and problem size of each task. It is more complex and it is a potential future work.

Another potential future work is to explore the optimal settings of the parameters of CAP. CAP has several parameters
affecting performance like how much the profiling size increases, when to stop profiling and so on. We have shown that
these parameters do not affect the performance much. But optimal settings still exist for the best performance. The best
settings may be related to the application and hardware.
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We also use fixed static ratio for the first partition. This is not efficient because analysis based on performance model can
get a good static estimate to avoid huge imbalance in the first partition. It also gets a good start point for profiling. Compilers
can give hints to the scheduler that how much work should be assigned to GPU.

Power-saving is a promising research work too. CAP does not take power consumption into account and balance workload
only according to performance. The program runs faster but consumes more power. It is more energy-efficient to use the
suitable processor rather than using all processors. The scheduler may schedule according to the power consumption and
performance to get better performance-power ratio.
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